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Summary:

Log data is a key information in E & P business as it has a
close information of formation in the well. This
information will be transformed into reservoir properties
for oil production. Reliable well log data is required for
formation evaluation, well to seismic tie and reservoir
characterization. Well logs particularly Density, Neutron
and Sonic logs are affected by borehole washouts. Borehole
washouts are more common in case of shale sections which
overlies reservoir sections. To address these issues proper
log editing and log data in missing log sections must be
synthesized. This process is called log conditioning. This
conditioned log data will be the main input for all the
processes of interpretation. This paper will demonstrate
various methods of log data condition, their impact in
interpretation and comparison of Multiple regression,
Artificial Neural Networks and Multi-Resolution Graph-
based Clustering techniques.

Introduction:

Well log data provides a continuous record of a formation
rock properties and its analysis helps in understanding the
characteristics of reservoir. Petro-physical interpretation in
turn provides a way to arrive at accurate values for the
hydrocarbon saturation, movable and immovable
hydrocarbon, water saturation, porosity, permeability and
lithology.
During drilling process log data are affected by borehole
rugosity, invasion, mud cake formation, salinity,
temperature & pressure etc. and sometimes logs could be
entirely missing or not usable due to bad hole conditions.
Thus log data needs to be conditioned before its evaluation.
Density and Sonic logs are having very shallow depth of
investigation and are affected heavily by borehole rugosity.
Any errors in the well log data are propagated throughout
the integrated processing sequence and remain within the
final results. Work flow followed in this paper for
conditioning of well log data as follows
1. Well data editing

2. Log depth alignment
3. Log data reconstruction using different techniques.

In this paper more emphasis is given on different
techniques for prediction of log data in caved/missing log
sections. In recent years artificial intelligence techniques
have been widely used for synthetic log data creation. In
this study we have examined and compared different
techniques for data prediction. In current study Multiple
regression, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Multi
Resolution Graph based Clustering (MRGC) techniques
have been used. The method which has given the best
results has been adopted.

Methodology:

Well Data Editing

Log measurements for each logging run had first and last
wrong log segments removed from the data before the
splicing process in order not to include an extraneous log
values. Each subsequent log run after the first run in the
hole was bulk shifted to the previous run before any splice
was made. Each log curve is carefully spliced to the
logging run above it in order to make a near seamless log
recording and to honor the first logging run in the well
depth control standards.

Log Depth Alignment

All available log measurements were reviewed for depth
alignment issues. The resistivity log (ILD) curve chosen as
the base reference curve for all depth alignment activities.
The log run was chosen because it was most likely to be
pull-tight free. Depth shifts are strategically placed in shale
intervals in order to minimize stretch/compression effects
in the reservoir section. As shown in Fig.1, Density log
(RHOB), Neutron log (NPHI) and Sonic log (DT) curves
are having a depth shift with respect to resistivity (ILD)
log. The RHOB, NPHI and DT logs were depth shifted to
place them at right position.
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Fig.1 Depth shift of RHOB, NPHI and DT log w.r.t
Resistivity log in Well – A.

Log Data Reconstruction

The main objective of log data reconstruction in current
study is to create a relationship between Density log and
other well logs (GR, ILD,DT, NPHI), so that can be used to
edit Density log in rugose borehole sections.
After the cursory review of Well - A and its overall
condition, it was quickly determined that the bulk density
measurements required significant data reconstruction due
to severe borehole irregularities. Borehole issues include:
significant borehole break-out and tool tension pulls. Most
bad hole conditions occurred in shale sections. In addition
to shale washouts, tool pull-tight sections were also
considered as bad hole. Caliper logs are very good
indicators to identify erroneous intervals. In Well-A
Density log affected heavily in the interval 2680-2745 m,
2817- 2865 m as shown by caliper log (Fig.2) The DRHO
correction for Density log is as high as 0.25, which is an
indication of problem with Density log measurement.

Fig.2 Caliper showing anomalous log intervals in Well-A.

We have analyzed three different approaches Multiple
Regression, ANN and MRGC techniques in this well to
find out relationship between Density log with GR, Sonic,
Neutron, Resistivity logs in a well gazed section from the
same well.

Log data in the intervals 2501-2605 m and 2875 – 2940 m
including both Shale and reservoir sections, where caliper
is showing as in-gauge and DRHO is showing as low as
0.01 is chosen to establish a relationship between logs for
generating synthetic log data.

Multiple Regression Technique

Multiple regression analysis is a powerful technique used
for predicting the unknown value of a variable from the
known value of two or more variables- also called the
predictors. The variable whose value is to be predicted is
known as the dependent variable and the others whose
known values are used for prediction are
known independent variables.

In current well, Well-A independent variables have chosen
for multi-regression are GR, ILD, DT & NPHI logs. The
multiple regression equation to predict RHOB by GR, ILD,
DT, NPHI is

RHOB = b0 + b1*GR + b2*ILD + b3 *DT + b4*NPHI (1)

where, b0 is intercept and b1, b2, b3, b4 are regression
coefficients.
Coefficients calculated from multiple regression are given
by

RHOB = (3.04687 -0.000401998*(GR) -0.0307844*(ILD)
+0.0437362*(NPHI) -0.0049215*(DT)) (2)

R2 value between RHOB recorded and estimated by
multiple regression is 0.72 (Fig.3).

Fig.3 Cross plot of RHOB log recorded and RHOB log
predicted by Multiple regression.
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Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

An artificial neural network is a system of several simple
processing units known as nodes, neurons or processing
elements. These processing elements are associated with
one another through simple connections known as synaptic
connections. The strength of the synaptic connections
changes with attaching a weight to them. Fig.4 is a
schematic diagram of a typical artificial neural network.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of Artificial Neural Network with
Input, Hidden and Output Layers.

Typically an artificial neural network consists of three
kinds of layers. Input layer is responsible for presenting the
network with the necessary information from the outside
world in a normalized manner. Hidden layers contain
hidden neurons that are responsible for main part of the
input to output mapping. These neurons are responsible for
feature extraction from the input neurons and subsequently
passing the information to the output neurons. Output layer
contains output neurons that communicate the outcome of
the neural networks computation with the user.
During a supervised training procedure, for example back
propagation that was used in this study, the strength
(weight) of all synaptic connections are initialized. GR,
DT, ILD, NPHI logs are provided as input to the network
through input neurons. The RHOB is given as Target in the
output layer. Input values are multiplied by synaptic
connection weights. Sum of the product of all input neurons
and their corresponding synaptic connection weights are
then forwarded to each hidden layer consisting of 15
neurons. Each hidden neuron will perform a simple
computation by mapping the sum to an output using Log
Sigmoid as transfer function (θ). The result is then
multiplied to the synaptic connection weight between the
hidden neuron and output neuron. Sum of the product from
all the hidden neurons will then be used to determine the
final network output. This is called the feed forward
process. At this point the network output is subtracted from
the actual or desired output of the problem. The resulting
error is then back propagated through the network and

synaptic connection weights are altered accordingly. This
process continues until the network output reaches an
acceptable value.
Fig-5 shows a plot between output set and desired output of
the RHOB log data provided for training the network. This
plot has a correlation coefficient of 0.88 between the
desired output of the network and network predicted
output.

Fig.5 Cross plot of RHOB log recorded and RHOB log
predicted by ANN.

Multi-Resolution Graph based Clustering (MRGC)

The MRGC method is, in fact, a combination of artificial
intelligence techniques and a hierarchical clustering
method. In this novel method, the disadvantages of other
clustering methods such as prior-knowledge about the
number of clusters, initial parameters, and the reliability of
results were eliminated. MRGC method uses model logs
and associated logs to find a relationship between them.
MRGC automatically determines the optimal number of
clusters. Clusters produced by MRGC are organized in a
hierarchical manner so that the high order clusters are the
sub cluster of low order clusters. Consequently, depending
on the needed resolution, we can select an appropriate
number of clusters.
Neighboring Index (NI): This parameter replacements the
distance parameter. When two points are close to each
other, they can be simply separated if they have high NI.
Unlike other hierarchical methods, depending on the facies
behavior, the user can specify the number of facies.
Kernel Representative Index (KRI): It is a combination of
NI, distance and weighted distance function M(x, y) which
specifies the Neighborhood or the degree of membership
for M. If it is low, it is affected by M; otherwise it has a
high membership degree and is not affected by M.

(3)
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Where ‘m’ the neighbor ranking, ‘a’ is the resolution
parameter.

KRI=NI(x)M(x,y)D(x,y) (4)

In which M, is the weighting distance, D is the distance
between x and y.
In current study GR, ILD, DT and NPHI log are chosen as
model logs and RHOB log as associated log. To generate a
MRGC model, 5 and 35 are chosen as the minimum and
maximum of the desired clusters respectively. We have
also provided maximum number of optimal models to be
generated as 5. After executing MRGC, five models with
different numbers of clusters (6, 9, 13, 15, and 17 clusters)
were generated. In the lowest order, 6 clusters and in the
highest order, 17 clusters were partitioned. MRGC model
with 6 clusters has been used to predict the RHOB log. The
predicted RHOB was compared with recorded RHOB log.
Fig.6 presents the cross-plot of the RHOB log predicted by
MRGC and recorded curve with value of R2 as 0.94.

Fig.6 Cross plot of RHOB log recorded and RHOB log
predicted by MRGC.

Results & Conclusions:

In this current study we have examined and compared the
efficiency of different techniques in prediction of Density
log data in caved/missing log sections. The techniques used
are Multiple regression, ANN and MRGC. R2 value of
prediction by Regression, ANN and MRGC are 0.72, 0.88
and 0.94 respectively. RHOB log predicted by different
techniques is shown in Fig.8a & Fig.8b. All these methods
are able to predict log data well in shale sections. As shown
in Fig.8a in case of reservoir section, regression technique
weakly predicted RHOB log data compared to other
techniques. Though MRGC technique is having a R2 value

higher than ANN technique, ANN predicted the RHOB log
data very close to recorded log data. The disadvantage of
ANN method is that it requires a proper training phase to
operate. In MRGC method, the disadvantages of other
clustering methods such as prior-knowledge about the
number of clusters, initial parameters, and the reliability of
results were eliminated. ANN and MRGC methods are
recommended for log data predictions. A cross plot
between RHOB and NPHI log data before and after log
data reconstruction is displayed in Fig. 8a & Fig. 8b shows
the importance of reliable well log data before going all
type of interpretations and petro-physical evaluations. From
Fig.8a & 8b it may be seen that the corrections have
removed affected data. The conditioned log data thus
obtained will represent the more realistic picture of the
reservoir and also give proper ties with the seismic data.

Fig.7a RHOB log predicted (Purple colour) by ANN,
MRGC and Multiple Regression.
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Fig.7b RHOB log predicted (Purple colour) by ANN,
MRGC and Multiple Regression.

Fig.8a Cross plot of RHOB – NPHI log before
conditioning

Fig.8b Cross plot of RHOB – NPHI log after conditioning.
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